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* Supports conversion from CD to MP3; * Over 95% quality rate; * Rearrange, cut, copy, mix tracks; * Import the audio from video files; * WinAmp compatible; * Free Trial Version available for download. This is an excellent program (for the price) that has a lot of potential. The only problem with it at the time of this review is that you cannot run two instances of this program. I like that you can, however, import from the internet. Other
than that, the program's interface is well organized, and the included options are a little more than what you'd find on a $15 program. NNC Audio Converter with 150% discount, and this offer is limited time! Your #1 editor for wav and mp3 files in one tool! BBC Your #1 editor for wav and mp3 files in one tool! "While I was not able to test this program, what it suggests is that it will serve the needs of most users." NNC Audio Converter is
rated 5.0 out of 5 by 1. Rated 5 out of 5 by John Fritz from The NNC Audio Converter performs wellI've used this program for converting audio files from CD and DVD files to MP3 files. The conversion rate is high as I'd expect for the price and it really does help to get some unwanted and hard to find tracks from a DVD or CD. Date published: 2007-07-08 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from ExcellentA very good program. Date
published: 2007-05-16 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from Easy-to-useThe built-in tools are extremely easy to use. I would recommend this to anyone. Date published: 2007-05-16 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from Best in price rangeEasy to use and great quality. This program does the job well. If you are looking for something to convert from CD or DVD to MP3 for your Ipod, iPod, or MP3 player you must use this program. Date
published: 2007-03-13 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from Great programI've been using this program for quite a while now. It's great! Date published:
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AudioConverter is a simple and convenient tool for converting audio files from one format to another. All major formats and codecs are supported. The built-in editor allows you to easily modify your audio files. You can also easily divide a file into several parts or paste several files together. With the "import video" function you can save audio tracks from any video file (DVD, AVI, MPEG, MP4, etc.) With the Audio CD Burner (CDDA
Writer) utility, you can burn your favorite tracks to an audio CD that can be played on all CD/DVD players, including practically all car stereo systems. Audio CD Grabber (CDDA Ripper) is designed for saving audio CD tracks to hard disk. Tracks can be saved in whatever format is most convenient for you. FreeDB is supported, allowing you to automatically find the artist and album details for your discs. With the Audio Voice Recorder
program you can use your microphone to record a tune or your voice in any audio format. AudioConverter is a simple and convenient tool for converting audio files from one format to another. All major formats and codecs are supported. The built-in editor allows you to easily modify your audio files. You can also easily divide a file into several parts or paste several files together. With the "import video" function you can save audio tracks
from any video file (DVD, AVI, MPEG, MP4, etc.) With the Audio CD Burner (CDDA Writer) utility, you can burn your favorite tracks to an audio CD that can be played on all CD/DVD players, including practically all car stereo systems. Audio CD Grabber (CDDA Ripper) is designed for saving audio CD tracks to hard disk. Tracks can be saved in whatever format is most convenient for you. FreeDB is supported, allowing you to
automatically find the artist and album details for your discs. With the Audio Voice Recorder program you can use your microphone to record a tune or your voice in any audio format. is an audio editor with the following features: - Import/export WAV, MP3, OGG, APE, AC3, AAC, AIFF, and FLAC files; - Adjust volume, pitch, and tempo; - Apply various effects (3D, echo, pan, chorus, effects, etc.) to the audio to optimize its quality or
compress it for additional storage. is an audio 09e8f5149f
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* Audio Converter allows you to convert one type of audio file to another. It supports all major audio formats and can batch convert several files at one time. A file or a folder can be added to the target list, and the order of the target list is changed by drag'n'drop. You can easily select multiple files to be converted and exclude unwanted audio files. * Audio CD Burner can burn any audio file to the audio CD. You can choose one of the preset formats (MP3/WAV/AAC etc.) and burn your favorite music to a CD; you can even choose custom-burnable CD projects and batch burn several CDs at one time. * Audio CD Grabber lets you grab tracks from the audio CD and save them to the hard disk. The play list feature allows you to play songs or pick only some tracks. FreeDB is supported, allowing you to automatically find the artist and album details for your CD. * Audio Voice
Recorder allows you to record your voice with your microphone. The program will remember your last settings and play a simple guidance tone when you begin recording, which is great for mobile users. All major audio formats can be captured by the Audio Voice Recorder. The recorder can be started silently (without any noise) and can be set to pause or auto play automatically when the recording starts. Different sample rates from 44.1
kHz to 192 kHz are supported. Program Features: * Ability to batch convert media files of many different types, from one format to another * Supports the ability to edit the ID3 tag of media files * Easy to integrate into your system with the interface of a standard program * Supports all popular media formats, such as MP3, WMA, WAV, OGG, etc. * Easily cut audio, adjust volume, or copy/move * Resizable interface for convenient
operation on a wide range of screen sizes * Supports the audio tracks of many video files, which allows for the seamless integration of video files into your system * Supports the creation of a free database containing the lyrics of MP3 tracks * Quickly listen to music on your computer with or without headphones * Supports all major audio codecs such as MP3, AAC and OGG The NNC Media Tools Package includes EXF Remover, EXF
Seeker, EXF Cleaner and EXF Finder. EXF Remover is an easy-to-use yet powerful audio file removal

What's New In NNC Audio Tools Package?
o Conversion: -Fully convert audio formats including MP3, WMA, WAV, AC3, AIFF, AAC, etc. -Built-in converter supports CDDA format. -Saving media and setting background are enabled. -Support 64bit. -Editable advanced settings. -High speed is guaranteed. o CDDA Burner: -Burn audio tracks to audio CD in your PC. -Burning capability: MP3/WMA/WAV/AC3/AIFF/MP4/M4A -Support compressing/encoding tracks. -Support
ripping CDDA tracks. -Able to edit advanced settings: -Ripping pause time. -Ripping track layout. -Track display/tags. -Rip in hex mode. -Saving setting. -Playing preview of finished disc. -Choosing disc title. -Calculate disc's total length. -Optimize audio quality. -Support dual burning. -Support menu. -Support auto open disc. -Support bw. -Apply disc preferences to all tracks. -Apply track preferences to all tracks. -Apply language to all
tracks. -Set track layout. -Full-screen mode. -Setting support. -Support windowed mode. o Audio Grabber: -Grab audio CD tracks from audio CD. -Grab multiple CDDA tracks at once. -Grab multiple tracks from a VCD/DVD. -Support command-line operation. -Support reading text file or CSV text file. -Support text file renaming. -Support multi-threading and multi-process. -Support batch/do one job/quick job. -Support multi-path and
multi-file. -Support working output directory. -Support filename trimming. -Support a directory batch. -Support command-line operation. o Audio Voice Recorder: -Take a voice recording at any time. -Support end/begin recording mark. -Support multi-recording. -Support multi-audio file. -Support audio input device. -Support microphone. -Support direction. -Support an eye/ear mic. -Support distance/focal length adjustment. -Support fade.
-Support mute. -Support stopping the recording.
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System Requirements For NNC Audio Tools Package:
• USB Flash Drive is required • Android device with at least 1 GB of internal memory is required. • The app needs a WiFi connection in order to perform the scan. • The browser needs to be updated to the latest version. App features: • Scan phone / tablet • Scan apps • Scanned app information: list of apps, names of files, type of apps, etc. • Support for several mobile platforms: Android, iOS, Windows. • Scanned phone / tablet
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